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CRIME

EVENTS

Springfest
participant
not guilty
By AARON KOEPPER
The Breeze

A jury found a Harrisonburg man not
guilty Tuesday on charges of throwing
beer bottles at police officers at April’s
Springfest riot.
Justin D. Lyons, , was charged with
felony assault on a police officer and felony riot with a deadly weapon. Lyons is
not a JMU student.
Darren Bostic, Lyons’ defense attorney, called the trial a case of mistaken
identity.
“This dealt with a officer being able
to pick one person out of several people,” Bostic said. “The officer said my
guy was throwing stuff, where in reality
there were hundreds of people throwing stuff.”
Lyons was walking in the grassy area
at the intersection of Greenbriar Drive
and Village Lane, but according to Bostic, threw nothing at the police.
Bostic used two photos as evidence —
one taken earlier in the day that showed
Lyons with a hat and sunglasses, and
one from later in the day where Lyons
wore at hat but not glasses.
According to the Daily News-Record,
the photographs helped to contradict
police testimony. One officer reported that Lyons was wearing a hat, while
another reported there was nothing covering his face.
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney
Alycia Eldridge argued that two police
officers witnessed Lyons throw five
or six cans and bottles at police officers, according to the DN-R. Eldridge
could not be reached Wednesday for
comment.
According to the DN-R, five of at least
 felony cases from the riot have been
dropped.
Peter Morgner, , of Vienna, who
has been indicted on four counts of
assaulting a police officer, one count of
conspiracy to incite a riot and one count
of property destruction is scheduled to
appear in court Nov. .
Lucie Banting, a ’ JMU graduate of
Great Falls, Va., is scheduled for a pretrial hearing on Nov..
JMU student Japheth E. Rawls
IV, , is scheduled to have a hearing on his case in December. His
trial date has been set for January.

flipped cultures
Tanzanian acrobats stun audience in Tuesday’s event
By CAITLIN HAWES
contributing writer

PHOTOS BY DAVID CASTERLINE / THE BREEZE

Part of the “Lost Africa” tour, the Kenya Safari
Acrobats perform to teach the audience about
African culture while having fun.

Dancers, contortionists, acrobats and storytellers filled Wilson Hall on Tuesday. The
Kenya Safari Acrobats, sponsored by the University Program Board and African Student
Organization, performed at  p.m.
The Kenyan male acrobats that were scheduled to perform were replaced by Tanzanians.
“They have well-represented us,” said William Wambiru, a junior finance major from
Nairobi, Kenya.
The acrobats invited the audience to join
in a classic game of jump rope. A long, thick
rope was stretched across the stage and swung
in wide, slow circles. While some volunteers
managed to jump in, others slipped, stumbled
or were hit in the head.
The acrobats flipped effortlessly backward
and forward through the rope. One jumped
while doing push-ups or lying on his back.

“My favorite part was when he sat on top
of the chair and when put his hat on his head
with his feet,” said Tana McCoull, a French
major who graduated in May .
The acrobats treated the audience to spectacle after spectacle. Acrobats contorted their
bodies through impossibly narrow tubes, did
headstand push-ups on a table and balanced
multiple bottles on sticks jutting from mouths.
Congolese and South African music played
in the background.
An acrobat, one-handedly supporting himself on a stack of five yellow blocks,
straightened his body perfectly parallel to the
ground, and thrust one arm forward into a
superman pose. While standing on his hands,
another acrobat moved blocks down from
short piles.
One little boy performing lay on a bed of nails.
Another acrobat pulled up his pants to cover
see ACROBATS, page 10

CONTACT Aaron Koepper at
koeppeap@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Alert doesn’t change academic or travel plans for international programs

to death at Rutgers

Study abroad students warned Community reacts
By KALEIGH SOMERS
The Breeze

After the State Department issued a
travel alert for Americans traveling in
Europe on Sunday, JMU students studying abroad were quickly informed but
haven’t changed travel plans much.
According to news reports, officials
in Germany arrested a suspected terrorist in July, who informed them of
the potential terrorist attacks on public
transportation in major European cities,
including London. The State Department’s alert came after a number of such
threats of al-Qaida attacks, including a
foiled plot at the Eiffel Tower on Sept. .
JMU’s study abroad program coordinator Felix Wang sent out a mass e-mail
to notify students abroad of the alert.
Europe-based semester-long programs are currently underway in
London, Antwerp, Salamanca, Florence
and Malta.
“We try to reach out to all the students
we know, not only at the JMU programs,
but non-JMU programs,” Wang said.
The Office of International Programs
is made aware of JMU students involved
with non-JMU programs, including
other universities and study abroad
coordinators.
Junior Laura Jepsen is studying
abroad in France through one such
coordinator — the American Institute
for Foreign Study, JMU’s study abroad
program, notified her the day after the
travel alert was issued, but by then she
had already been contacted by family
and had seen the alert online.
“I was aware of the situation, but
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Felix Wang, director of JMU’s
international programs, sent an e-mail
encouraging students to be safe abroad.

comforted to know that JMU was monitoring it and hadn’t forgotten I was
abroad,” Jepsen said.
Normally, when JMU students travel
through another university or program,
that program sends JMU a copy of the
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Enduring the distance

Students bike on commons
for a good cause.

notification so they are aware that students have been informed.
Students in Europe have not been
discouraged from traveling altogether,
but Wang suggested that they make sure
someone else, such as a parent, on-site
staff or a roommate knows the student’s
travel plans. He also encouraged students to avoid protests or gatherings
and asked on-site staff to revisit safety
procedures with students.
“It’s a travel warning, but they haven’t
stopped travel,” Wang said. “So we still
feel comfortable that [students] should
continue with whatever plans they have.”
Jepsen said she’s concerned about
the alert, but since the United States
has been at a pretty elevated threat level
since , she’s not changing her travel
plans.
“There is no way I am letting this
interfere with my abroad experience,”
Jepsen said. “We still have several long
weekends outside of France lined up.”
According to news reports, officials in England raised threat alerts on
Wednesday.
Junior media arts and design major
Laura Sieb, is studying abroad in London this semester. She is aware of the
potential for an attack, but believes
officials in Europe are handling the situation well.
“I feel secure knowing that many
different countries’ governments are
working around the clock trying to
prevent terrorist attacks,” Sieb said in
an e-mail. “The police in London are
known to be some of the best in the

By MOLLY HAAS
The Breeze

Like many freshmen, sophomore
Pablo Moulden often had conflicts
with his roommate.
The difference, Moulden is gay and
felt threatened by his roommates.
“The population just isn’t always
accepting,” Moulden, an international
affairs major said. “That’s something I
have just had to deal with.”
Last year, Moulden said he filed
judicial complaints with the Office of
Residence Life but did not go through
with his claim.
“As soon as I talked with my R.A. I
felt like the school had my back,” he
said. “I chose not to go through with
it because sometimes that can make
a person even more close-minded.”
Like Moulden, not all lesbian, gay,
bisexual or transgender college students have felt accepted.
Last week, Rutgers student Tyler
Clementi jumped from the George
Washington Bridge into the Hudson
River. Clementi’s suicide was after
his roommate broadcast a video of

him having a sexual encounter with
another male on the Internet. Clementi had blogged about his suspicion
that his roommate was spying on him
and requested a roommate change
just before his death, according to
ABC News.
“My first reaction was complete
shock,” said Marjorie Cook, a junior
modern foreign languages major.
Cook, the president of Madison
Equality, said she has never faced
any adversity personally, but does not
believe that JMU is a completely safe
environment.
“I know people who have exper i e n c e d t h i n g s f ro m g e n e ra l
uncomfortable situations to full
on physical confrontation,” she
said. “JMU is tolerant, but not fully
accepting.”
Since the incident, a call to wear
purple in honor of those who are victims of abuse because they are gay
has appeared on Facebook. As of
Wednesday, nearly , Facebook
users were “attending” the event.

see LGBT, page 5

see TRAVEL, page 4
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OPINION
Wheeled reinforcement

Police officers on bikes
protect the law and
our well-being.

NATE CARDEN / FILE PHOTO
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LIFE
Making the plunge

Forbes Center
premieres with a poolcentered”Metamorphoses.”
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SPORTS
One on one

Women’s soccer goalie
Diane Wszalek thrives
under pressure.
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NATION&WORLD
Chilean miners
may be freed
SANTIAGO, Chile — The first
of Chile’s  trapped miners may
be free by Sunday, more than two
months after a mine accident
stranded the workers, an official
aiding the rescue efforts said.
The second of three rescue
shafts being drilled has reached a
depth of , feet after a drill bit
was changed Tuesday night, said
Eugenio Eguiguren, international vice president of Geotec Boyles
Bros., which is drilling the hole.
The drill has another  feet
to go before reaching the miners, who have been trapped since
an Aug.  cave-in at the mine in
northern Chile, he said.
Once the drilling rig breaks
through , feet, which could
happen as soon as Oct. , rescuers will send down a video
camera to determine if the shaft
is stable enough to pull out the
workers without first casing the
walls, Eguiguren said.

Installing a casing would take
three or four days, he said.
“The deeper it gets, the m —
ore complicated things become,”
Eguiguren said Wednesday from
the company’s office.
The miners were trapped after
an access tunnel caved in at Cia.
Minera San Esteban Primera SA’s
San Jose copper and gold mine in
northern Chile’s Atacama region.
The miners’ only contact
with the outside world has
been through small drill holes
through which they receive food,
water, medicine and games such
as dominoes.

Picasso exhibit
stops in Richmond
The Virginia Museum of
Fine Arts in Richmond has
announced what it is calling
“the most important exhibition
in its history,” a touring show
called “Picasso: Masterpieces from the Musée National

Picasso, Paris,” on view from
Feb.  through May .
The VMFA will be this show’s
only East Coast stop — it opens
in Seattle this week.
The exhibition’s  works
should give a fine overview of
Picasso’s career: The artist kept
samples from most of his periods, from Blue to Rose to cubist
to surrealist and beyond, and
his heirs passed them to the
French state in place of estate
tax.
When it comes to Picasso’s
sculptures, less often seen or
considered, his museum does
especially well, since those
tended to stay in his hands.
A highlight of the Richmond
exhibition will be  works in
-D.
What’s missing from the
Musée Picasso — and therefore
from this show — are almost
all the artist’s landmark, iconic works, in which he made his
greatest contribution to art.
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Larceny

Shenandoah Hall.

 On Monday, a student









reported theft of
two Dell laptops left
unattended in East
Campus Library.
On Monday, a student
reported theft of an
iPod, valued at $250,
from a cubby in UREC.
On Monday, a student
reported theft of a
commuter parking decal
from the Warsaw Avenue
Parking Deck.
On Tuesday, a student
reported theft of a
parking decal from the
Champions Drive Parking
Deck.
On Tuesday, a student
reported theft of a CD/
receiver, valued at $80,
from a vehicle in the R2
Lot.

 On Sunday, a student











Alcohol and Drugs
 On Tuesday, a student

received an underaged
possession charge in the
D-Hall area.
On Sunday, a student
received a drunk in
public charge on Devon
Lane and Sully Drive.
On Saturday, three
students received
underaged possession
charges on Bluestone
Drive.
On Saturday, a student
received a drunk in
public charge and a
resisting arrest charge
on Devon Lane.
On Friday, a student
received an underaged
possession and
underaged consumption
charge on Greek Row.
On Friday, a student
received an underaged
consumption charge
near Mr. Chips.
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IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Born today, you are destined to be one
of the greats, but it is not guaranteed
that you will enjoy a rapid climb to the
top. Indeed, it all depends upon your
willingness to follow your instincts, to
develop your unique talents as fully as
possible, and to work harder and longer
than most others in the pursuit of your
dreams. If all of this falls into place, then
you will be a great success.
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FINE BY YOU
In this week’s Quadtalk, students voice their opinions on the acceptance of LGBT students in the JMU community.
Check out the video at The Breeze’s YouTube site, BreezeVideo.
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“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.”

SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE

General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more
than 35 years experience from the D.C. &
Maryland Metropolitan Area!

“We cook to your taste”
“We will customize your meal”

- The News Leader, Staunton, Va

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
You’re likely to run
into someone again
and again and though you may
not think so, there’s more than
coincidence at work here.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Mental and physical
health are more
closely linked now than they have
been in the recent past. Attention
paid to both will be rewarding.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
You may be
sensing the odd
presence of someone who is not
in the room but whose influence is
keenly felt. Don’t speak out yet.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Something you
enjoy at this time
may defy description, and yet
there is no denying that you are
onto something that affects you.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
A haunting of
sorts may have
you reconsidering decisions you
have made in the past. A key
relationship is worth examination.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
A matter of taste
must not be allowed
to develop into a conflict at this
time. Remind yourself, and others,
that it’s a personal thing.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Someone is looking
out for you, but
you may come perilously close to
making an error that even he or
she cannot avoid, or fix.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
What you do during
the day may
carry over into your nighttime
activities, and not everyone will
think this is a good idea.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Though you may
be telling others
that it is all in the past, the truth
is that certain issues continue to
rise to your consciousness.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
The status quo may
prove somewhat
frustrating to you at this time.
Even a minute change can have
a dramatic effect on your overall
attitude.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Talk is cheap,
and you’re after
something more from someone
who is a new arrival in your life.
Take care, however; don’t move
too quickly.

This
ad space
could be
yours!

Harrisonburg’s Newest
& Finest Restaurant

563 University Blvd. Suite 110
Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Your involvement
in a project led
by another can be mutually
beneficial as long as your attitude
remains positive.

50%
OFF

Buy One Dinner,
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer

Expires 10/31/2010

We need
WRITERS!
breezepress@gmail.com

News

JMU Dining goes organic

on page 4

Editors Matt Sutherland & John Sutter E-mail breezenews@gmail.com

in brief
Harrisonburg

Arrest made after car
crashes in to house

Harrisonburg police say a 29-year-old
man has been charged with driving
his truck into a Harrisonburg house,
according to the Daily-News Record
Terry Dale Horne Jr. allegedly crashed
into a house on the 2200 block of
Ramblewood Road at about 10:40 p.m.
Tuesday. Horne is being charged with
driving under the influence, hit and
run and property damage.
Richmond

Voter registration
deadline approaches

The voter registration deadline for
residents wishing to vote in Virginia
for the 2010 midterm election is
Tuesday. JMU students are allowed
to legally register to vote or switch
their registration to Harrisonburg.
Registrants can download an
applicaiton from the State Board
of Elections website and have it
postmarked by Tuesday. The midterm
elections are on Nov. 2.

Thursday, October 7, 2010  
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Study group helps international students adjust
By Meghan Lavin
contributing writer

With the increase in numbers of
international students studying at
JMU, the university has created a study
group program to help them become
assimilated in American culture.
Study Group, an international program developed for JMU’s
International Study Center, helps
international students while they

undergo a 30-week transition program to integrate into college life
while obtaining high level of English
proficiency.
Jessica Penner, a teacher for the
Study Group program, notices the
program’s ability to merge international students with the rest of the
JMU community.
“I think one of the differences
between Study Group and other programs is that there is an attempt to

integrate the students right away into
the campus,” Penner said. “We don’t
meet in one area. These students have
to navigate and maybe talk to students
that don’t speak their language.”
JMU’s Study Group event on Sept.
30 brought together directors, deans,
many of the Study Group students,
and even President Linwood Rose.
ISC is a program that provides
foreign students with study skills, general education classes, and advising

programs.
Last fall, there were five Study
Group students at JMU. In the spring
semester, there were four. This year,
there are 32 Study Group students at
JMU.
According to Adam Copeland, the ISC’s director, the Study
Group program is relatively new
and began in the United Kingdom.
see diversity, page 5

philanthropy

Va. job growth to
expand over decade

Recently released data from the
Virginia Employment Commission
show an expected growth of nearly
600,000 jobs from 2008 to 2018.
According to the data, Virginia should
expect a 41 percent job increase in the
professional, scientific and technical
sectors. The health care industry
should also increase by 31 percent
among the Commonwealth.
Washington, D.C.

Sen. Webb blasts Chinese
furniture companies
United States Sen. Jim Webb warned
Wednesday that unfair trade practices
are hurting Virginia furniture
companies and if allowed to continue
could put Virginia manufacturing
out of business, according to WHSV.
The Federal Trade Commission held
a hearing Wednesday to determine
whether trade duties would hurt
American companies.

Nicole Novelli / contributing photographer

Sophomores Katie McLaughlin and Jessie Ufferfilge and junior Topher Hughes ride stationary bikes on the commons Wednesday to raise money to build
recreation centers for disabled persons. The event was organized by Pi Kappa Phi in memory of a brother who died in 2009.

Students bike to benefit disabled persons
By Kaleigh Somers
The Breeze

Members from all nine sororities at JMU
cycled on the commons for 24 hours Wednesday to Thursday to honor Chris Gasciogne, a
former JMU student who passed away in May
2009. Chris would have been a senior at JMU
last year, graduating in May 2010.
One of Chris’s closest friends, Max Frazier,
a philanthropy chair for Pi Kappa Phi, organized Chris’ Ride to raise money for recreation

centers for disabled persons across America.
The summer before Chris committed suicide, he participated in Journey of Hope, a
two-month-long bike ride across the country.
The race started in San Francisco, Ca., and finished in Washington, D.C. Journey of Hope,
organized by the charity Push America, asks
cyclists to raise $5,000 each to fund disability
recreation centers.
“He called me and he said, ‘Mom, these
people with disabilities don’t have disabilities,’ ” Chris’s mom, Theresa said, tearing up at

the impact the trip and these strangers turned
friends had on her son’s life.
She recounted story after story of his twomonth experience, amazed at how much of an
impact the people along the way had on Chris.
He rock climbed with blind adults, lost terribly in ice hockey to people in wheelchairs and
danced for hours with children until their shirts
were soaked with sweat.
When Frazier became philanthropy chair
see Bike, page 5

academics

SGA

Freshman adviser wins national award

Resolution provides MRDs with
fundraising ‘moral support’

By Kaleigh Somers
The Breeze

Professor Michael Moghtader was
shocked when he found out he’d won
a national award for his dedication to
freshman advising.
When Moghtader, an associate professor in the school of writing, rhetoric
and technical communication, first
opened the notification e-mail in April,
he just moved on to check the other 50
or so messages in his queue without
stopping to think about it.
The National Academic Advising
Association, honored Moghtader for his
outstanding performance in the Faculty Academic Advising category in April.
NACADA presented Moghtader with his
award on Oct. 3 in Orlando, Fla. at the
association’s annual conference.
“When I got word of the award, it
didn’t register,” Moghtader said. “It was
seriously three days, when things started to clear off my plate. You don’t really
understand the scope of what you’ve
won. I mean this is a national thing.”
Moghtader himself decided to be
an adviser for a very personal reason.
As an incoming freshman at Penn
State University in the late ’80s, he felt
unequipped to handle the transition
from a high school environment to a
massive college campus.
“No one could have prepared me
for the kinds of mental flexibility and
self-confidence that you need to hit the
ground running your first semester,”
Moghtader said. “I hit the ground running, but I didn’t get up.”
For Moghtader, freshman advising is
an individualized process in which he
hopes to prepare students so they have
that knowledge and self-confidence to
succeed.
“I’m trying to work with the cultural
literacy [transition] from high school to
college, get an idea of what they can do,
and then help support them and help
them grow in the ways that they probably need to,” he said.
Moghtader is not the first adviser
from JMU to be recognized. In 2008,
associate professor of psychology
Kenn Barron won the same award as
Moghtader. Advisers Chandra Lane,
Kevin Apple and Paula McMahan have
received merit certificates in the last
three years as well.
Renee Herrell, associate director for
Career and Academic Planning, has
worked closely with Moghtader and
see Adviser, page 4

By Anne Elsea
contributing writer

photo courtesy of JMU photography services

Michael Moghtader, a professor in the school of writing, rhetoric and technical
communication, believes freshman advising is an individualized process.

Advising program
changes to meet
student needs
Freshman advisers are trained
twice every year: Once in June
prior to the Summer Springboard
orientation and again prior to the
1787 August Orientation. Not only
do advisers learn of updates to the
course catalog and major and general education requirements, but
they also discuss advising tactics.
According to Renee Herrell,
associate director for Career and
Academic Planning, training gives
advisers a chance to break into
groups, asking each other: How
do you handle this? What are the
different ways that you work with
each of the students?
Training is especially important
because the freshman advising
process itself has shifted in the last
few years, Herrell said. CAP piloted
a new, more personable approach

The Student Government Association
unanimously decided to grant funds for
Best Buddies and passed a resolution
supporting the Marching Royal Dukes
at its Tuesday weekly meeting.
The first bill presented Tuesday gave
$1,200 to Best Buddies to send four
executives to the national leadership
conference in Bloomington, Ind. in July.
This bill passed with a unanimous vote.
Best Buddies is a group on campus
that volunteers with intellectually and
developmentally disabled people in the
community.
“We match students with people in
the Harrisonburg community to create
one-on-one friendships” said Bryan
Herbert, a junior business management
major and president of the organization.
The members plans on taking trips
into the community for activities with
their matched “buddy,” such as bowling,
apple picking and a visit to the Natural
Bridge Zoo.
“This year, unlike years in the past,
where we stayed on campus or at a recreation center, we plan on taking our
group to the next level by taking trips

out into Harrisonburg” Herbert said.
Besides expanding the group’s activities, Herbert hopes Best Buddies will
“reach new milestones” by becoming
well-known within the JMU and Harrisonburg community.
“I think this bill is going to provide
most of our chapter officers with a oncein-a-lifetime experience that will help
bring tons of enthusiasm, confidence
and new ideas to the chapter for next
year while helping them grow as individuals as well,” Herbert said.
The SGA also unanimously passed
a resolution supporting the Marching
Royal Dukes’ fundraising efforts for
ALS, also known as Lou Gehrig’s Disease. The resolution officially grants the
SGA’s support for the fundraising efforts.
“One of my friends approached me
about getting SGA’s moral support
because they are doing the March for
Hope campaign,” said Kenzie Fisher,
sophomore class treasurer.
Since the MRDs are not an officially recognized club, the SGA
could not grant them any funds
to assist in the fundraising effort.
contact Anne Elsea at
elseaav@dukes.jmu.edu.

to course scheduling during Summer Springboard for incoming
freshman in 2008.
Previously, students met with
advisers in a group of five or six
students at a time to plan out firstsemester schedules and answer
questions about general education requirements. Students would
then go into a computer lab to create course schedules on e-campus.
Beginning in 2009, the advising
program removed the process of
finishing first-semester schedules
in a computer lab.
“We’ve done away with that
chaos of the labs, and now we
have students sitting down with
their adviser one-on-one for half
an hour to finish their course registration,” said Lee Ward, director
of CAP.
For Ward, the recent recognition
of several JMU advisers just reiterates the importance the university
places on the freshman advising
process.
Eben Knowlton / contributing photographer

Kenzie Fisher, sophomore class treasurer, debates her resolution supporting the
Marching Royal Dukes in their fundraising efforts for ALS research.
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organic foods
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Evan McGrew / File Photo

The Harrisonburg Farmers’ Market provides organic food options to consumers. Some of the products sold there may be found in JMU’s dining halls.

Pride and produce in dining halls
JMU’s Dining Services offers local, organic food options to students across campus
By Betsy O’Brien
contributing writer

JMU has taken many initiatives to be a sustainable and
environmentally friendly university over the past few years,
and Dining Services is contributing to this cause by offering
local and organic food options.
“Many students may not realize that we purchase over 200
different items from the state of
Virginia and have worked with
many farms and businesses in
the Shenandoah Valley,” said
Stephanie Hoshower, director
of Dining Services.
For example, the kitchen staff
at E-Hall uses local produce,
including tomatoes, zucchini,
peppers, apples and cucumbers.
Radical Roots Community
Farm in Keezletown, Va., just
20 minutes north of Harrisonburg, provides Dining Services
with a range of organic produce
grown through sustainable agricultural practices. Radical Roots
practices Community Supported Agriculture, where members
of the cooperative purchase a
share of the harvest.
“Locally grown foods are not

always available because area
climate conditions do not allow
many foods to be grown nearby, especially during the cold
weather we have during much
of the school year,” Hoshower
said. “It is also difficult for any
single farm to supply us with the
quantity needed, so we usually
offer them at certain locations
or stations.”
The crisp apples on campus
are from Turkey Knob Apples,
an orchard in Timberville, Va.,
while Mountain View Farm
Greenhouses in Rockbridge
Baths, Va. provides campus with
a range of artisan cheeses.
By decreasing travel time
from the site of production to
the site of consumption, JMU
reduces its carbon footprint
and contributes to a more sustainable society, said freshman
Lizzi Garvin.
“I definitely prefer local. It’s
better for the economy,” said
Garvin, a biology major.
Erin Shehane, a junior dietetics major, also prefers local
foods.
“Organic is just a government
term that farmers have to pay to
use,” Shehane said. “A lot of the

time, small local farms practice
organic farming anyway.”
Shehane is describing United
States Department of Agriculture-certified organic foods,
which certify no pesticides or
genetic modifications are used
in the production process.
However, for many small
farmers, organic regulations
may not be sustainable. According to Jeremy Akers, a health
sciences associate professor,
this is called “industrialized
organic.”
The catering department at
JMU also uses produce from
Polyface, Inc., a farm in Swoope,
Va. This farm utilizes sustainable practices by making soil
health its first priority.
Hoshower explained that
organic foods have always
been part of the Dining Services
vision, but they have expanded
their purchasing over the last
five years.
According to Akers, “organic”
is a buzzword usually attached
to local foods. It ensures “no
pesticides and not genetically
modified products,” Akers said.
Jessica Ashley, a junior international affairs major, thinks the

criticisms of organic food’s price
is easily combated.
“For the most part, buying
organic is definitely pricier,”
Ashley said. “However if you
think preventatively, it’s cheaper
to spend money on purchasing organic food that actually
belongs in our bodies than having to pay for the medical bills
from the health problems that
pesticides and artificial ingredients have been proven to cause.”
One of Ashley’s favorites is
the Tuscan Vegetable Panini
at Madison Bread Co. in Top
Dog. The tofu is from Twin Oaks
Community Food outside of
Charlottesville and made with
locally grown soy-beans is free
of chemicals and preservatives.
Dining Services also uses an
herb garden in the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum and Botanical
Gardens, which an E-Hall chef
credited as supplying more
than enough herbs for the dining hall.
JMU will host a Farmers’
Market Thursday on Warren
Patio from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Contact Betsy O’Brien at
obrienee@dukes.jmu.edu.

world and have plans for
everything.”
Like Jepsen, Sieb doesn’t
plan on changing her agenda in light of the terror alert.
“I believe that it is important to life your life without
constantly worrying about
what could happen, or you
could miss out on everything
great,” Sieb said.
Often, JMU’s programs
schedule day trips, but Wang
said in the case of a more
serious issue, JMU would
look at those trips and determine whether travel was safe
before proceeding with plans.
According to Wang, students have been directly
notified in the past when
bombings occurred in Madrid
in 2004 and London in 2005.
In the case of the Madrid
b o m b i n g s, s t u d e n t s i n
Salamanca, Spain were discouraged from traveling to
Madrid until the issue was
resolved.
“If you want to go to other

parts of Spain, we’re not
going to stop you,” Wang said
about the 2004 situation.
For Wang and other study
abroad program coordinators, it’s still too early to say
whether the alert will affect
spring study abroad program
offerings. If the threat continues or worsens, students
could be sent elsewhere for
the spring program if they
could be accommodated, or
the program would be canceled for the semester, Wang
said.
“Something at this level,
we feel like we need to contact [students] directly,” Wang
said.
In less severe cases, each
location’s program director is
contacted first and they contact students overseas.
“This is so unique. This is
entire Europe. They didn’t
s ay a p a r t i c u l a r c o u n tr y or city,” Wang said.
Contact Kaleigh
Somers at somerske@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Advisor | Prof.
well-received by students
from page 3

Barron during annual adviser
training. She said Moghtader
is personable and attentive to
students’ needs and concerns.
“He also has just a really
wonderful rapport with students,” Herrell said. “It’s not
just, ‘You have to make an
appointment and come to
my office.’ He’s very accommodating to students.”
Moghtader’s students have
generally responded favorably to him.
“He did an amazing job and
needs to be recognized as one
of the best [advisers] if not the
best,” said one student in an
anonymous freshman advising survey from February
2010.
Another student identified
Moghtader as “approachable,
knowledgeable, and understanding, which I feel are

“He also has just a
really wonderful
rapport with
students.”
Renee Herrell

associate director,
Career and Academic
Planning

important traits to have as a
successful freshman advisor.”
Herrell wrote a letter of recommendation for
Moghtader’s nomination for
the NACADA award after
he received JMU’s Provost
Award for Excellence in Academic Advising in late 2009.
contact Kaleigh
Somers at somerske@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Corn Maze
Showalters Corn Maze LLC.
Phone: (540) 290-9740
More info: www.showalterscornmaze.com

Adults: $8 (13+)
Children: $6 (5-12)
4 & Under: Free
Group (15 or more):$7 each

Open Through
November 6th

Hours:

Tues: (By appt. only)
Wed: Youth day & church groups
(by appt. only)
Thurs: 5pm-10pm
“Hours of Outdoor Fun!”
Fri: 4pm-10pm
Sat: 10am-10pm
Directions: Exit 240 off Interstate

81, 257 West
(Dinkle Avn) to 42 South, go 1/2 mile and turn right on
Spring Creek Rd. Follow the signs to Showalters Corn
Maze LLC.

NOW RENTING!

Call our office or go online now to check
availability for the 2011-12 school year!
Call: (540) 438-8800
for more information

www.RinerRentals.com
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LGBT |
Group
planning
event for
gay suicide

Diversity |
Study Group helps
students learn English
from page 3

The ISC is a part of the Higher
Education division.
The Study Group program
has many advantages for
international students, says
Takuto Noji, a geology major
from Japan.
“Classes are very small, we
can ask questions, teachers are
very friendly,” Noji said.
Rose, who spoke at the meeting, emphasized the increasing
importance of diversity in education at JMU.
“Wisdom is the product
of knowledge and skills and
experiences, and you have the
opportunity to have an experience that many other people
in the world don’t get to have,”
Rose said in a speech to the
group.

“I know that
Harrisonburg can be
seen as a not very
diverse community,
so that reflects
on JMU. But this
is an attempt to
change that. It’s a
way to draw in new
people that wouldn’t
necessarily come
here otherwise.”
Jessica Penner
Study Group teacher

Fifteen institutions have an
ISC program in the U.K., compared to the six in America. ISC
is a program that provides foreign students with study skills,
general education classes, and
advising programs. JMU has
one of those six centers, giving
the university a unique edge
that attracts students from all
over the world and diversifies JMU’s campus. America’s
ISC’s are located at Dean College, Fisher College, Woodbury
University, Pacific Lutheran
University and Manhattan
College.
“I know that Harrisonburg can be seen as a not
very diverse community, so
that reflects on JMU,” Penner

said. “But this is an attempt
to change that. It’s a way
to draw in new people that
wouldn’t necessarily come
here otherwise.”
According to Copeland,
students who are on a threesemester program take two
general education classes
taught by JMU instructors, and
an additional three ESL classes
during their first semester.
“I think one of the innovative
things that the Study Group is
doing with this foundation program is combining both ESL
training with the availability
of general education classes,”
Copeland said.
Study Group students finish in their sophomore year
while ESL students finish in
their freshman year. Study
Group is different from ESL
in that students not only take
language classes, but they also
take general education classes
and have transition programs
to help them adjust to the university setting in a new culture.
This gives the student time to
become acquainted with the
university and speaking English in day-to-day life.
“English is important in
academics for us [and] for
me”, Noji said. “I want to be
a researcher, so I think English is necessary. That’s why I
came here.”
JMU’s marketing departm e nt att ra c t s stu d e nt s,
because its program is one of
very few that allows students
to develop their English and
earn credits simultaneously.
According to Copeland, only a
couple of programs, including
Western Kentucky University
and some of the University of
Massachusetts’ offshoot campuses — have a program
similar to JMU.
According to Copeland,
there is also a network of 2,500
agents around the world that
promote universities such as
JMU. According to Copeland,
JMU plans and expects international education to become
a very significant aspect of the
university.
“There are structures in
place to make sure we can
handle a high increase in
the number of study group
students,” Copeland said.
Contact Meghan Lavin at
lavinmm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Bike | Event hopes to raise $10,000
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The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity sells shirts and raffle tickets to raise additional money for the bike-a-thon.
from page 3

this year, he wrote Gasciogne
a letter telling her he wanted
to continue Chris’ Ride, hoping to make the event “the
largest philanthropy effort on
campus, because I know that’s
what Chris would have done
for me.”
The bike-a-thon raised
more than $2,600 last year,
but had already surpassed
that mark with $6,350 as of
Wednesday and hoped to
reach $10,000 by the end of
the event Thursday. Frazier
and his fraternity brothers
sent out 1,300 donation letters to alumni and people in
a donor database.
Pi Kappa Phi gave a grant

check to the local Arc organization, one such reaction
center for people with disab i l i t i e s, o n We d n e s day
afternoon.
Kaitlyn Clinage, a sophomore interdisciplinary liberal
studies major, decided to give
up some of her time to cycle
because her sorority, Tri
Delta, had experienced a similar loss.
“It really hit home, because
we had a girl in our sorority who died a few years ago
through a heart complication when she was running,”
Clinage said. “I just wanted
to come out and show my
support.”
Gasciogne said she has
been deeply affected by the

TANGLES

DAY

SPA

2040 Deyerle Ave # 110,
Harrisonburg, VA
540.432.5544

October Specials
Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds!
2 Exciting Corn Mazes Pedal Car Track for all Ages
Corn Hole Toss Tumble Tubes
Weekend Hay Rides

All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
I-81 Exit # 257
(Mauzy/Broadway)
Just South on Rt. 11
October Hours

Mon-Fri: 4 – 6
Saturday: 9 – 6
540.896.8796 Sunday: 1 – 6

540.896.7873
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*25% off retail or buy 3 products and
get 1 FREE!
*Upgrade to a Spa Pedicure and get a
manicure FREE!
*50% off your first massage with us
*2 for price of 1 - Bring a friend who has never
been into our salon and both of you receive color
and style for the price of one (haircut not included)
Be sure to mention
the specials to the
receptionist to
receive the discount

letters received from strangers, telling her how much her
son changed their lives for the
better.
“Chris affected so many
people and he so loved this
school and the professors.
And he was just a very lovable
person. I got letters from people that said, ‘You would not
know me, but your son made
it possible for me to have an
enjoyable college experience.’”
Pi Kappa Phi also sold
T-s h i r t s a n d ra f f l e t i ckets to raise money for
the disability centers.
contact Kaleigh
Somers at somerske@
dukes.jmu.edu.

October is also Suicide Prevention Awareness Month, and
Madison Equality is working
with Varner House seeon programs for the month.
On Tuesday, ME is holding
“Out on Campus,” at GraftonStovall Theatre. The event
will be a panel discussion
with members of the LGBT
community to discuss their
experiences at JMU.
In reaction to Clementi’s
suicide, ME executive members are planning an event next
week to commemorate the loss.
John Clouston, a junior
chemistr y major, believes
the first step to acceptance is
awareness. Clouston is a transgender student and has been
fully out on campus since last
year and prefers a different
name than what is on his birth
certificate.
“All of my professors call me
by my preferred name, the ones
that don’t just don’t know how
to handle the situation,” he
said. “Things can get awkward,
but I’m comfortable.”
Julie Clayman, a junior justice studies major, stumbled
upon the news of Clementi’s
suicide on the Internet. Clayman has also experienced
some uncomfortable situations
regarding her sexuality.
“It’s mostly at parties,” she
said. “I tell a guy I’m a lesbian
and everyone goes crazy about
it. But I don’t let it bother me.”
ME holds panel discussions
w i t h i n d o r m s a n d cla ssrooms around campus to raise
acceptance.
“The point is for everyone
to open up, or at least question what they thought about
LGBT before,” said Leigh Williams, a senior finance major
and the secretary of Madison
Equality.
“We all have office hours, so
students can come talk to us
about their own discovery too,”
Williams added. “We aren’t
here to force LGBT on anyone.
Madison Equality is just a place
for everyone to be accepted.”
contact Molly Haas at
haasmr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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EDITORIAL

Legal vs. moral
Yesterday, the Supreme Court began hearing arguments for and against the
Christian fundamentalist Westboro Baptist Church’s right to picket funerals.
Made famous for interrupting the funerals of soldiers killed in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Fred Phelps’ small congregation out of Topeka, Kan., is known for
the inflammatory signs like “God Hates Fags,” “Thank God for Dead Soldiers”
and “Thank God for AIDS.”
Their beliefs mandate these acts because they are certain war, death and
misfortune are condemnation from God for our country’s acceptance of the
gay and lesbian community. Tragedies such as 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina are
also considered divine punishment for our transgressions.
Such actions are obscene and repulsive in a way that makes one ask,
“What kind person does that to another person?” Yet, despite how flagrantly
disrespectful these actions are, protesting at a funeral is a First Amendment
right: a right to free speech and assembly. And while banning protests from
funerals is not a definitive slippery slope, it certainly opens the door for the
First Amendment to be limited further.
It’s important to remember that the right to free speech is not just to protect
the speech that we like and find pleasing, but also to protect speech which is
most abhorrent.
While we hope the Supreme Court finds these protests constitutional, at
the same time, we hope no American — rather, no human being — would
ever consider being so disrespectful to grieving family members as to picket
a funeral.
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Katie Thisdell

Jordan Garegnani

Editor-in-Chief

Opinion Editor

Drew Beggs

Robert Boag

Managing Editor

Photo Editor

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Red Alert

The recent talk of terrorist threats
in Europe and the issuing of the State
Department’s travel alert for Americans
in Europe should not be surprising to
anyone in the United States.
Right now, American intelligence
suggests that Osama Bin Laden and his
friends are plotting another /-scale
attack on a tourist attraction somewhere in Europe, but even Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton has yet to confirm
that intelligence. But they decided to
issue a travel alert anyway.
As a JMU student currently studying abroad in London, I have received
nervous e-mails from JMU and friends
telling me to keep my guard up, stay
away from suspicious people, etc.,
because the State Department has
issued a pre-emptive warning to cover
itself if something does happen. As an
American living in a foreign country,
wouldn’t I do that anyway?
So how do we, as students studying abroad, expect JMU to protect

us? Really, there’s nothing they can
do except remind us to keep our wits
about us.
Are they supposed to put barbed wire
around our flats and give us machetes?
I really don’t expect my house manager
or faculty member in residence to start
digging us an underground bunker. If
there is an attack, it would be up to us
the students, and not JMU, to keep us
safe.
I faithfully read the news every day,
and I have heard very little about these
potential terrorist attacks in Europe.
Not to say that something won’t happen, because as history will show,
terrorist attacks usually take the world
by surprise. The last thing the world
needs is another devastating act of
hate, but it may be a little early to tell
the JMU kids in Salamanca, Antwerp,
London and everywhere else to run for
cover.
Katy Summerlin
junior media arts & design major

LUCAS WACHOB | contributing columnist

Media misfire

Rick Sanchez, host of CNN’s “Rick’s
List,” was recently fired from the network, presumably over comments he
made on radio about Jon Stewart and
the role of Jews in the media. A frequent
target for humor on Stewart’s Comedy
Central program “The Daily Show,” Sanchez fired back that Stewart was “a bigot,”
although he couldn’t name any actual
group Stewart was bigoted toward. He
went on to make comments insinuating
that the Jews control the national media,
and that they have too much power to
have their struggles in society compared
with those of other minority groups.
Sanchez’s comments were silly, and
clearly ill-advised. However, it’s frustrating that this was what led to his firing,
rather than the professional shortcomings that originally inspired “The Daily
Show” mockeries.
Among the things that Stewart has
joked about are Sanchez’s on-air comments confusing Hawaii with the
Galapagos Islands, indicating the Great
Barrier Reef is off the coast of Alaska, saying that he thought Iceland was too cold
to have volcanoes and requesting that “
meters” be translated into English.
Making these types of blatant factual
errors would be enough to get shocked
stares of disgust from your peers, but
somehow they aren’t enough to prevent
you from hosting a daily, two-hour news
program that is broadcast nationally and
internationally. Sanchez is a professional newscaster who doesn’t understand
what meters are, but somehow CNN
found that to be excusable, while an
attack on the character of another media
figure was inexcusable. This just goes
to show that CNN, and cable news in
general, places a higher emphasis on
cross-network “feuds” and political correctness than it does on facts.
No wonder Americans are widely
ignorant of current events when the presentation of the news is more concerned
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Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

with avoiding being offensive than
being accurate. Cable news is usually
derided for being partisan and slanted,
particularly in the cases of Fox News and
MSNBC, but even while attempting to
be unbiased, getting the most insightful
coverage of the day’s events is seemingly
not a top priority.
What is a newscaster’s job? To report
the news accurately and clearly so that
viewers can understand what’s going on
in the world. If Sanchez was performing
that duty well, then his personal beliefs
about whether or not Jon Stewart is
prejudiced are entirely irrelevant, especially considering that he didn’t make
those comments on CNN. If Sanchez
wasn’t performing that duty well, then
he should have been let go on those
grounds, and long ago.
At best CNN is hiding behind inappropriate comments to excuse letting
go of a poor newscaster, and at worst it
is shamelessly showing its commitment
is to their image, not the quality of news
coverage that they provide their viewers with.
Afraid of reinforcing the stereotype
of media figures being liberal intellectual elites from the Northeast, networks
seem to be working harder than ever
to portray their anchors and hosts as
everyday Americans. Not only is the
news itself being dumbed down, but
also the people delivering it have been
dumbed down. They’ve sacrificed accuracy and intelligence for anchors we can
relate to as individuals, creating a “trust
the person, not the content” culture of
newscasting that leaves the question of
“What’s going on in the world?” perpetually unanswered, even as they broadcast
 hours a day,  days a year.
Lucas Wachob is a sophomore
public policy and administration
major. Contact Lucas at
wachoblm@dukes.jmu.edu.

ALEX SHARP | contributing columnist

Respect the bike cop
Additional police forces are here to protect us from our own stupidity.

Forest Hills Townhomes, : a.m. —
What I’m going to do here, Mr. Sharp, is
issue you a field sobriety test. I believe
that you are drunk, and as a result you
are not thinking clearly. You are in no
condition to be in a public place.
Touché.
Eyes closed, hands by my sides,
standing on one leg in the middle of
the same sidewalk from which just five
months ago rioters had thrown rocks
and bottles at policemen who were
wearing shields and armed with tear
gas, I had an epiphany.
This bike cop was no joke. I had
misjudged him. I had foolishly
characterized him by his mode of
transportation, tight shorts and silly
helmet and not by the content of his
character. He was to be respected.
It was right around the count of three
in my closed-eyed, one-legged count to
 that my raised foot hit the ground.
I was not doing very well in my test.
The officer had expected this. Turning to his bike, he reached into a black
pouch under his elevated bike seat and
pulled out a little black box with a straw
sticking out.
Dangit!
I blew into it. Watching the red number race skyward from zero to settle at
., I knew I was done for. Tonight
would be my first night in jail. At 
years old, I was no doubt destined to
spend the night with puking and crying -year-old freshmen in the drunk
tank.
But then came my Dog the Bounty
Hunter moment.
Clusters of partygoers in Forest
Hills had stopped to watch the show,
enraptured by the mumbling drunk kid
practically in tears, begging for mercy
at the foot of a uniformed bike cop.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Mounted police officers hand out lessons to keep JMU safe.

He told me: Mr. Sharp, I’m not going
to arrest you. I could. But I’d rather
just teach you a lesson. You’ve had too
much to drink and were acting like a
fool. What were you thinking, stopping
in the middle of the street to take pictures of eight mounted policemen?
I was not thinking, Sir. I am so sorry.
I’m obviously an idiot.
And dude, you are  years old.
You’re about to graduate. You do not
need this sort of trouble. And I want
you to know that we are here to help
you guys, not to ruin your good time.
There are real problems for us to deal
with — girls who need protection and
crimes being committed. We love students; we just don’t want them being
unsafe. Tell your friends that if they
show us respect, and if they keep it low
key, we won’t give them any trouble.
Yes, Sir, I promise I will.

OK, now go straight home. It’s  a.m.
and you need to go pass out.
YES, SIR!
After that close call, and the lesson
that police officer taught me — that
cops are our friends and will only arrest
people who give them no other choice
— I began to look at the world a little
differently.
He could have arrested me. He
could have wrecked my semester and
drained my wallet with legal repercussions, but he didn’t. He instead chose
to impart some wisdom on me: Don’t
act like an idiot in public and we won’t
give you any trouble.
Alex Sharp is a senior media arts
& design and writing, rhetoric and
technical communication double
major. Contact Alex at
sharpax@dukes.jmu.edu.

An “it’s-a-dirty-free-for-all” pat
to Jimdels where all the freaks come
around.
From Ke$ha, who will regret it in
the morning.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

An “OMG-I-love-you” pat to the
good Samaritan who lent me $ for
a movie ticket.
From the girl who just wanted
to veg out watching “How To Train
Your Dragon” when she was sick.
An “I E.L.O.ve-your-musicchoice” pat to the guy jamming to
Electric Light Orchestra in his car in
Hillside.
From a girl who’d love to be your
“Sweet Talkin’ Woman.”
A “sorry-we’re-not-sorry” dart
to the sticky note offenders who
hated on our music choice.
From the roomies who feel bad
that no one ever taught you how to
“Dougie.”
An “are-we-still-in-highschool?” dart to my numerous
classes forcing us to go on field trips
and pay for them.
From a girl who is low on cash
and doesn’t want to spend it on
educational requirements.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
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A “you’re-so-chill” pat to the
weather for heating things up while
it gets so cold.
From a senior guy who loves
biddies in Spandex.
A “you-got-it-bad” dart to my
roommate whose daddy pays for
everything.
From Jenny on the block.
An “Aussie-Aussie-Aussie-oioi-oi” pat to the boy throwing a
boomerang around campus.
From a fellow boomerang owner
who will explore down under with
you anyday.
A “drop-it-like-it’s-hot” pat to
the leaves falling to the ground.
From a girl who loves fall and is so
glad to see the trees getting naked.
A “why-even-try?” dart to my
roommate for trying to give up
desserts for a month.
From a girl who knows it’s
impossible and doesn’t even bother.

A “isn’t-water-supposed-tolook-blue?” dart to Newman Lake.
From a student who’s worried
about a creature coming out of
JMU’s green lagoon.
An “actually,-I-don’t-like-it”
dart to the Facebook statuses hoping
to raise awareness for National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
From a woman who will do some
real good by donating money.
An “is-it-going-to-snowalready?” dart to the weather for
being too cold.
From a boy who isn’t sure if he
should get his sled out yet.
A “you-need-to-find-someinner-peace” dart to whoever stole
the peace sign welcome mat my
mother bought me.
From an upset aspiring hippie.
A “find-the-secret-bakerychallenge” pat to all i studenti
nuovi in Florence.
From an experienced Florentine
alum who wants to assure all
students of Diletta Frescobaldi that
they will smell it when they’re close.

“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world
is indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression.”

— james madison, 

LIFE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PAMELA KIDD
SPORTS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .MICHAEL DEMSKY
SPORTS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . COLLEEN HAYES
COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ELIZABETH BAUGH
COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .MEGAN REICHART
PHOTO EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ROBERT BOAG

PHOTO EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KRISTIN McGREGOR
DESIGN EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .RACHEL DOZIER
GRAPHICS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .NATALIYA IOFFE
VIDEO EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PAGE WOOD
ONLINE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . STEPHEN LEE
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Taking
the jump
Sports editor recounts
skydiving experience
Acrophobia, otherwise known
as the fear of heights, is something
roughly every one out of  people in
the United States possess. While that
statistic was pulled from a few random
websites and could have questionable
credibility, it seems feasible.
I have been in countless situations
— rollercoasters, glass elevators, even
the Eiffel Tower — where I have seen
people’s fear of heights deny them of a
memorable experience.
My suggestion to those who live with
acrophobia is simple: Go skydiving.
I, personally, am not afraid of
heights. So when junior business major
Mike Beaman contacted me to see if I
would be interested in joining him for
his th skydive, I didn’t think twice.
My only concern was not for my life,
but for my bank account. Most people,
including myself, have a preconceived
notion that skydiving is astronomically
expensive. At Skydive Orange in
Orange, Va., I paid $, with my $
JMU student discount.
As I drove up to what looked like an
abandoned air hangar, I was soon met
with a surprising cast of characters. I
expected to walk in to a testosteronefilled room of over-stimulated
adrenaline junkies. Instead, a woman
who looked older than my mother
was meticulously packing a chute on
the floor and asked if I needed any
assistance.
I never thought I would have to
sign my initials acknowledging that
what I was about to do could result in
death. But Skydive Orange has itself
covered. The packet made it clear this
was a club — not a company — and it
was completely self-operated. It took
me about  minutes to read through
everything, which made me aware of
all the possible side effects.
Participants are put within
numbered groups to go up in a plane
based on instructor availability. I was
in group , which allowed me about
an hour to take everything in. I got a
chance to sit on one of the beat-up
couches and observe my surroundings.
Techno music was playing softly as
certified packers spread out all over the
floor expertly packing chutes. At one
point I noticed a packer, barefoot and
very much a bohemian, run over to his
bag and take out a bottle of bubbles. He
just blew a few then put them away. But
it was that type of carefree and escapist
attitude that created the atmosphere. It
made me realize that people come here
to forget their daily struggles.
Soon thereafter, I met the man who
would control my fate. Mario was a
tall Argentinean gentleman who was
incredibly patient and warm. He fitted
me with a colorful purple and hot pink
suit, much to my liking, as it matched
my tennis shoes.
I was then introduced to Lambert, an
energetic JMU graduate who was going
to be documenting my experience.
We did an initial interview and then
it was off to board the plane. I think
this is where I felt my first ping of
nervousness, like a tiny little lightning
bolt going through my body.
The plane went as high as , feet.
To put it in perspective, the Empire
State Building is , feet high.
The beneficial thing about skydiving
is you don’t have a chance to be afraid.
Mario literally threw me out of the
plane before I even had a chance to
wrap my mind around it. At an average
of  mph, we plummeted to the
Earth.
The freefall lasted for about 
seconds. I probably enjoyed about 
of them. My mind could not catch up
with my body. Once I realized that this
was happening and I had no control, I
began to relax.
Lambert floated over to Mario and
me to take some pictures, and we even
got close enough to pound each other’s
fists. I really don’t remember much
else, besides my screams coupled with
fear and delight.
It’s odd though; it’s not that normal
feeling you get when a rollercoaster
is about to descend down a hill. It
was more like taking a bunch of deep
breaths and having your foot fall asleep
at the same time. My body was in such
shock that I could not get control of my
thoughts until we pulled the chute at
, feet.
Finally, the wind wasn’t in my ear
and Mario and I could talk. For about
three to four minutes, we were flying.
I thought I knew what the sensation
of flight would feel like based on a few
amusement park thrill rides, but this
was beyond anything I have
see DIVING, page 10
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The Forbes Center makes its Mainstage debut with “Metamorphoses”
By TORIE FOSTER
The Breeze

You may be familiar with Greek myths. But probably
not Mary Zimmerman’s versions.
Based on the myths of Ovid, “Metamorphoses”
presents  different vignettes focusing on Greek
mythology, including that of Orpheus and Eurydice
and the myth of King Midas. But the human
experience instead takes center-stage in this show,
directed by Wolf Sherrill, an assistant professor of
theatre.
Low, soft blue lighting set the stage of the Forbes

Center for the Performing Arts, and provided a warm,
intimate ambiance Tuesday night. The stage itself
was deceptively simple, centering around a pool
and featuring a backdrop that signaled the type of
scene involved, such as the Underworld, nighttime
scenes and the sun. But characters would disappear
underwater and reappear later in the show, and the
subtle background, emphasizing the mood of the
scene, would shift silently.
Emotionality runs awry in this show. Death, incest,
lust, love and suffering make themselves known. And
see PLAY, page 10

PHOTO COURTESY OF RICHARD FINKELSTEIN

June Hundley performs as Myrrha, a girl cursed by Aphrodite. The sophomore theatre major also plays Hunger, Iris and Midas’ daughter.

All dogs go to heaven, according to RISE
By EMILY WINTERS
contributing writer

Standing in a circle outside United
Methodist Faith Church were pet owners of all ages gathered to give thanks
for the furry — and in one case, prickly
— animals in their lives.
The Blessing of the Animals is just
one of RISE’s events that aims to reach
a variety of people and their fourlegged friends in the community.
RISE transformed the Wesley Foundation of JMU into what worship leader
Brent Levy and pastor Amanda Garber
describe as a program with a desire to
reach out to students and to people
throughout the community who are
hurting.
“Everyone is passionate about something and giving folks an opportunity to
connect with people who share similar
passions builds community,” Garber
said.
About  people attended the event
and were accompanied by six dogs, two
cats and a hedgehog named Holly. Her
owner, sophomore psychology major
Natalie Ball, heard about the event at
RISE’s weekly Sunday service.
Sparky, a chocolate lab mix, recently had surgery on her two back knees
after rupturing her cruciate ligaments
in these legs. But Sparky’s owner,
Amanda Francis, a graduate student
in the counseling program, said she’d
have brought her dog even if she hadn’t
been injured.
“Sparky needs all the blessing she
can get,” Francis said.

ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE

Pug Lola-Maria attends RISE’s “Blessing of the Pets” with owner and RISE Media Coordinator Kelsey Shum, a ’10 graduate. Pastor
Amanda Garber led the service and prayer on Monday afternoon.

The actual ceremony was simple.
Garber gathered everyone into a circle
outside and explained that they were
holding the event for the feast of St.
Francis of Assisi, the patron saint of
animals.
Garber said in prayer, “We want to
pause today to say thank you [for the
animals] and celebrate their life in our
lives.”
Garber then walked around the
circle of animals and blessed them

individually. Dogs were given treats
made by members of the RISE mentoring programs, BrotherBrother and
SisterSister.
“It is most powerful to people and
most transformational when [the]
motto [of RISE] is embodied,” Garber
said.
Some of the future events RISE will
hold include mentoring programs,
weekly breakfasts and Sunday services. Leaders are also organizing a

Ladybug Festival at a local lavender
farm, meant to reach out to those who
share a passion for the environment,
and the Chocolate Walk for the Collins
Center, which works with survivors of
sexual violence.
“We realized that we need to live love
because the world and our community
is in desperate need of that,” Garber said.
CONTACT Emily Winters at
winterer@dukes.jmu.edu.
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DIVING
No time for
second
thoughts
from page 9

experienced. There is no better
way to describe the unnatural
feeling of being that high in just
a harness and some cloth.
Landing was a different
story. Suddenly the Earth was
rapidly approaching and based
on the wind, you have to make
a last-second decision on how
to land. In ground training,
we were taught two options:
Land on your butt or run. I
was hoping for the latter, but
of course landing on my butt
was the option the wind chose
for me. The key to landing this
way is keeping your knees up
and sliding, to prevent your
legs from getting jammed and
seriously injured. The way my
suit was fitted made it extremely
difficult for me to get my knees
much higher than a foot off the
ground. So with the landing
right before my eyes, I hiked up
my legs and prepared for the
worst.
After picking some pieces of
grass out of my mouth, I was
unhooked from Mario and
stood up on the ground once
again. I was met by Lambert
who tried to interview me postlanding, but I all I could muster
between giggles was, “That was
awesome.”
As I slowly wandered back
into the hangar where the next
group was waiting, I was asked
by a first-timer if it was fun. Fun
would be an understatement. I
don’t remember an experience
that was met with so many
emotions. I arrived curious
and calm, unsure of what to
expect. Then I grew anxious
waiting, as I watched others
come in flabbergasted from
their experience. In the plane,
I grew terrified, watching
my altimeter climb into the
teens. Then finally, I was met
with an indescribable feeling
of the ultimate out-of-body
experience: I flew through the
air.
Beaman has attempted to
start a skydiving club, but was
denied due to the risk. But this
is something I feel everyone
needs to try in his or her
lifetime.
A man named Ned, who
seemed to be the patriarch of
the whole club, summed it up
the best way I can think of.
“Watching someone skydive
is like watching someone have
sex,” he said. “You just have to
do it yourself.”
For more information
about going skydiving, visit
skydiveorange.com.
Colleen Hayes is a senior
media arts & design major
and a Sports editor at The
Breeze. Contact her at
hayescp@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Rosetta Stone has close ties to community
By MALISSA WATTERSON
The Breeze

Just a mile north of JMU’s
campus, a few blocks from
downtown’s Court Square,
stands a tall brick building
where creative ideas spark a
non-traditional method of language learning.
The former seed warehouse
building on West Market Street
is home to the Harrisonburg
location of Rosetta Stone, the
software company that produces languag e-learning
technology for people throughout the nation and the world.
Founded in Harrisonburg,
Rosetta Stone was created to
teach others a new language
through “immersion” based
technology — software containing pictures and sounds
in context with no translation,
which is similar to how a native
language is learned.
Rosetta Stone “is the next
best thing to going abroad,”
said Anna Barone, the talent
acquisition partner for the Harrisonburg location.
As a way to help students further practice a language, JMU’s
foreign language department
installed eight Rosetta Stone
software products on each of
the computers in Keezell Hall’s
Language Resource Center.
“The interface is very intuitive,” said Stephanie Plecker,
the director of the Language
Resource Center. “Students
don’t need to read a whole manual to use it; they can just jump
right in.”
Adam Mullinax, a junior
international affairs major
whose studies focus on the
Middle East, uses the Arabic
software program two or three

times a week to help with his
Arabic  coursework this
semester.
“It’s been really helpful,” Mullinax said. “My vocabulary has
definitely grown.”
The software program basically creates immersion by
having each exercise arranged
like a puzzle, where images,
sounds and text are placed in a
repetitive order.
This repetitive nature of the
program helps create a naturallearning process where learners
intuitively learn how to create
meaning in another language.
Evelyn Newberger, also a
junior international affairs
major, used the Farsi Rosetta
Stone product five years ago as
a supplement for a course she
was taking abroad.
Although she appreciated Rosetta Stone’s style of no
translation, she said additional language resources are
necessary.
“I think it should be used as
mostly a supplement to something else,” Newberger said. “It
helps when you have more of a
background to go off of, especially for Farsi.”
Professor Giuliana Fazzion,
the foreign language department head, also considers
Rosetta Stone to be a further
method of practicing a language.
“Rosetta Stone is given in
addition to other practices,”
Fazzion said. “It helps strengthen what students learn in the
classroom.”
On Sept. , Rosetta Stone
released its latest software product, “Version  TOTALe.”
Included in this new product
is the TOTALe Mobile Companion, an application customers
can download to their iPhone

or iPod Touch that allows them
to learn a language on the go.
Another new feature this
product brings is the online lesson that allows customers to
video chat with native speakers,
called studio coaches, who listen to customers speak and give
instructions for improvement
during each online session.
“With a studio coach, the
country essentially comes to
you,” Barone said.
Included in the Version 
TOTALe product are staple
items of all versions, such as
the audio companion that can
be listened to on a CD or MP
player and the famous interactive software known for its
immersion principle.
According to Rosetta Stone’s
website, the company began in
the s after a man named
Allen Stoltzfus decided to create technology that resembled
how people naturally learn a
language.
The idea behind this technology occurred to Stoltzfus
after he noticed he was better
equipped to learn a language
if he immersed himself in the
language, surrounding himself
with the sounds of native speakers and in the natural context
where the language was spoken.
In , Stoltzfus was able
to turn his vision into a reality when he partnered with his
brother-in-law, John Fairfield,
to establish Fairfield Language
Technologies in Harrisonburg.
Under this company name,
Stoltzfus and Fairfield released
their “Rosetta Stone” product,
named after the steel artifact
that helped linguists understand
Egyptian hieroglyphs in the th
century.
In , a year after Stoltzfus

DAN GORIN / THE BREEZE

Adam Mullinax, a junior international affairs major, uses Rosetta Stone
to help him master the Arabic language.

passed away, Tom Adams was
named CEO to Fairfield Language Technologies. Three years
later, the company changed its
name to Rosetta Stone.
Since then, the company has
grown significantly, with more
than , employees working
worldwide in seven different
locations, including Tokyo, London, Munich and Arlington.
where the company is located.
There are  Rosetta Stone
employees who work in Harrisonburg, according to Barone.
These employees create, develop, promote and sell software
that’s available in  languages
and used all over the world.
A few yards from the building’s main entrance, visitors will
find the content development
department where several writers develop new products.
“Content writers are the ones
who flush out [the software] and
make the product real,” Barone
said.
Several writers diligently work

each day at their desks, staring intently on wide computer
screens looking over potential
exercises that could be featured
in products.
Josh McCrowell, a content
writer who’s been employed
in Harrisonburg since November , enjoys working with
a diverse group of intelligent
writers.
“It’s really rewarding to collaborate with very smart people
from very interesting places,”
McCrowell said.
In the future, Barone hopes
Rosetta Stone will make software products more accessible
to others by reducing costs.
“Rosetta Stone opens new
opportunities that could potentially have a huge ripple effect
on society and culture,” Barone
said. “Now we just have to get
it in the hands of more people.”
CONTACT Malissa
Watterson at wattermm@
dukes.jmu.edu.

PLAY | Actors transform classical myths into modern parables
from page 9
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Midas (left), played by senior media arts and design major Mark Powell,
seeks the secret to immortality from a drunken Silenus, played by
sophomore theatre major Jacob Dickey.

the performers, as well as
the abruptness of the myths’
ends, embody that well. Mark
Powell, senior media arts and
design major, plays a twosided Midas: he quickly jumps
from a king characterized by
greed and glibness, to one of
desperate passion. One minute
the audience is laughing;
the next, facing a harrowing
silence stemming from onstage
tragedy. Yet the flow of the
performance is uninterrupted,
and the myths somehow
transition well.
Perhaps the most admirable
aspect of the performance is its
versatility. “Metamorphoses”
pays homage to the everchanging nature of life, and this
is well-represented by the everchanging cast of characters.
The actors switch among roles
all throughout the show, and
impress in each, no matter the
shape or size.
The voice of Jamie Loving, a
senior English major, resonates
in every single role she takes

Check out our
footage of the
performance on our
Youtube channel,
BreezeVideo.

on — from a scientist, to a
laundress, a nursemaid and
even simply as a narrator. Not
only does she invite spectators
into the action on stage, she
incites you to listen to her
actual words, not always a
successful occurrence for a
narrator.
Another actor who stood
out for his ability to switch
effortlessly among characters
was Jacob Dickey. The
sophomore theatre major
encompassed everything
from a drunk and a sailor
to the son of Apollo and the
son of Aphrodite. Even in the
smaller roles, he immediately
demands attention. He shifts
from a character of comic
relief (Silenus, the drunk)
to one of passion easily
empathized (Phaeton, son of
Apollo).
What makes the play alluring
is its modern twist on the
classic myths. When Dickey (as
Phateon) details his strained
relationship with his father, he
lounges on a raft in the pool,
while Loving (as a therapist)

helps narrate and listens.
But if anything, this show
is about emotion, which the
performers certainly are not
lacking. We all make mistakes;
we all endure hardship. We
can often be excessively
proud and narrow-minded.
“Metamorphoses” recognizes
that, and recognizes the
potential to adapt and
transform. As Loving shared,
myths are public dreams. We
should be able to escape from
the rational and the defined,
and embrace the enigmatic,
ambiguous and the irrational
moments in life, Loving argues
in the concluding scene.
“Metamorphoses” is a
celebration of life, in all its
glory and in all its misery.
But with a cathartic tying
conclusion, the performance
ends on a hopeful note.
The show will be running
at  p.m. in the Forbes Center
for the Performing Arts until
Saturday. Tickets are $ to $.
CONTACT Torie Foster at
fosterve@dukes.jmu.edu.

ACROBATS | Kenya
uses program as a
method of survival
from front

his “Family Guy” underwear —
all while balancing on a board
that wobbled over a cylinder
rolling on a table. Acrobats
leaped effortlessly onto one
another’s shoulders, did handstands on outstretched hands
and performed headstands on
fellow heads.
In a breakaway from the acrobatic feats, Kalama performed a
skit about hunger in Africa. One
acrobat acted so hungry that he
ate a newspaper Kalama carried.
When he gagged, an impossibly
long train of paper spewed from
his mouth and stretched across
the room.
Karen Kalama and her husband Jacob founded the Kenyan
Safari Acrobats about ten years
ago.
“I want [the audience] to
learn about our culture,” Kalama
said. “Living in the United States
is so much easier than living in
a country like ours. I want them
to learn about our struggles, but
have fun doing it too.”
The Kalama couple has two
schools, one in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania and one in Mombasa,
Kenya, which provide free acrobat training.
While Tanzanian students
may join as young as age ,
laws in Kenya prevent Kenyan
students from joining until
they are about . Tanzanian

students attend during the day,
and Kenyan students sleep at
the school and get free food
and board.
“Nobody goes if they’re not
serious,” Kalama said.
Because the Tanzanian government supports the school,
its teachers are sent to study
acrobatics in China, while the
Kenyan teachers teach after
returning from America. Especially in Kenya, many of the
students come from poor backgrounds. They look toward
acrobatics as a way to survive.
“We take care of them,” Kalama said.
As Kalama’s daughter danced
around him and handed him
chairs, one acrobat gracefully
built and climbed a chair tower,
for which he did a handstand at
every step. His feet stretched to
the top of the stage area. Climbing to the top of a coconut tree
(a representation of achieving
manhood in Kenya), he nonchalantly sat cross-legged in the
highest tilting chair. His muscles
tensed, quivered and gleamed
with sweat as he coolly worked
his way back down, handing
the chairs down to another
performer.
This is the group’s second week in the “Lost Africa”
tour that will last until .
CONTACT Caitlin Hawes at
hawescm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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women’s soccer

Inside the mind of record-setting goalie
By Shannon kenny
The Breeze

JMU women’s soccer won its seventh game of the season last Sunday,
defeating George Mason University in
a 3-0 shutout. While the game was just
one of the team’s many this season, it
was a personal milestone in redshirt
senior goalie Diane Wszalek’s JMU
soccer career. This shutout is her
20th, putting her in second place for
number of game shutouts in the history of JMU women’s soccer.
When did you first get into
soccer? I’ve been playing since I was

4 or 5 years old. When I was little,
my parents thought it would be a
good way for me to get out and hang
out with other kids. I loved it, so it
just kind of continued from there.
What is your earliest soccer
memory? When I was playing in

How did gaining an extra year at
JMU affect your academic choices?

I ended up double majoring, so now I’m
a double major in sports management
and finance. I could’ve taken it easy,
but I just added the extra major on.

What made you choose JMU’s
soccer program? During my

sophomore year at West Chester East
High School, our soccer team came to
JMU for a camp. I met Coach [David]
Lombardo then, and we kept in touch
throughout high school. My junior
year I committed to come here. Rachel
Chupein ( ’09), who is now the assistant
coach, and Mandy Miller ( ’10) both
went to my high school and came here.
It made it a lot easier for me to come to
JMU and have people from back home
playing on the team with me. I love the
coaching staff, and the team had a great
feel. It just felt like a good fit for me.
How was it transitioning into
Division I level soccer? At first, the

Diane Wszalek is one of three goalies on the JMU women’s soccer team. In 2009,
Wszalek gave up an average of 1.08 goals per game, the third lowest in school history.

rest of the freshmen and I were kind
of having a hard time really feeling
like a part of the team. But then,
during preseason, one of my fellow
freshmen picked up a Gatorade bottle
during practice, and, thinking it was
water, sprayed it all over herself. It
got the whole team laughing and
really broke the ice between us

Dukes look for redemption against Tigers
Following first loss of the season to Delaware, team seeks vital conference win

For the first time this season, the
Dukes will head into a game following
a loss from he previous week. Saturday, No. 7 JMU fell to No. 2 University
of Delaware, 13-10, eliminating the
possibility for an undefeated season.
JMU is looking to bounce back this
Saturday on the road against fellow
Colonial Athletic Association rival
Towson University. Along with recovering from a loss, the Dukes hope to
improve their offense, which has
struggled in the previous two games.
“We just have to keep working hard,
getting better,” redshirt senior quarterback Drew Dudzik said. “Obviously
we need to score more than 10 points
to win a game.”
The Dukes only scored 10 points
in each of their previous two games
against Liberty University and Delaware. They were able to escape the
Flames, 10-3, on Sept. 25. The defense
has anchored the team thus far to its
3-1 record and now looks to help
the offense even out the conference
record this weekend.
“There is no pressure on the defense
to carry the load,” junior cornerback
Taveion Cuffee said.
JMU’s talented defense is no secret.
The Dukes rank second in the Football Championship Subdivision in
scoring defense and they are fourth
in total defense.
“James Madison had a very good
defense last year and they might be
better this year,” Towson head coach
Rob Ambrose said.
Towson, at 1-4 and 0-2 in the CAA,
has endured struggles of its own this
season. The Tigers have lost three
straight games and each of their four
losses have been by double digits. The
one bright spot on the Tigers this season has been redshirt senior receiver
Hakeem Moore.
Moore has four plays of 50 yards or
more thus far and poses a huge threat

This led you to be awarded
four academic awards between
the JMU Athletic Director
Scholar Athlete and the CAA
Commissioners Academic Award.
How did you manage to balance
your time? A lot of studying. I

think having soccer really helped,
to be honest. I’m too tired to go
out at night so I just study instead.
We have so many resources as
JMU athletes, like study halls at the
Robert & Frances Plecker Athletic
Performance Center. They’ve really
helped me to succeed academically.

Who has been your biggest
supporter throughout your college
career? My parents are the obvious,

but a big one is my keeper coach at
home, Dave Papalia. He played and
coached at Marshall University and
has been training me since I was
8 years old. He’s probably why I’m
a keeper. He’s very supportive. He
texts or calls me after every game
to check up on me. He’s a great
person to have backing you up.

see Wszalek, page 13
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football

By Thomas Estes
contributing writer

In your sophomore year you were
sidelined for the season after an
injury during the second game of
the season against Virginia Tech.
How did you recuperate from that
and get back into the swing of
things the following year? I tore my

ACL during that game, so I was out for
the season and had a couple of knee
surgeries. Fortunately, I was able to
redshirt that year, getting an extra year
at JMU, because I was under the six
game quota. Since high school I’ve had
seven knee surgeries, so it’s always been
about getting back in it mentally for me.
I know I have the skill, it’s just a matter
of mentally preparing to get back on the
field and be able run through tackles
and not be afraid of getting hurt again.

a recreation league and scored my
first goal, I didn’t really understand
the rules yet. I thought that since
I scored, the game was obviously
over, so I ran off the field thinking
we were done and ended it.

ryan freeland / the breeze

and the upperclassmen. It was our
first real team bonding moment,
so that really made us feel like we
were finally a part of the team.

to the JMU defense.
“We’re going to try and slow him
down,” said JMU head coach Mickey Matthews. “They’re very explosive
offensively, so he’s not the only one
to deal with, but he’s a great player.”
The Tigers offense will need to
be efficient in order to defeat JMU’s
defense, if it continues to play poorly. The Tigers’ victory this season was
a triple overtime, heart-racer over
Coastal Carolina University 47-45, in
their home opener three weeks ago.

“We just have to keep
working hard, getting
better. Obviously we need
to score more than 10
points to win a game.”
Drew Dudzik

JMU senior quarterback

Ranked in the top 10 for the fourth
straight week, the Dukes are the clear
favorites to win the game, but Towson
has plenty of motivation.
The Tigers look to avenge a 43-12
loss to the Dukes in both teams’ 2009
season finale. That crushing defeat left
a bitter taste in their mouths for eight
months, as it was their final game until
their 2010 season opener.
Towson will have their opportunity
for revenge on Saturday, but for the
Dukes this is a make-or-break game. A
win against the underdogs would be a
good comeback to the Delaware game
disappointment, whereas a loss would
be a major setback to the Dukes’ playoff hopes.
As practice broke on Tuesday for
JMU, Matthews preached to his players to “give back.” He said that he
wanted his players to understand the
meaning of selflessness and sacrifice.
The team, particularly the offense,
has not played the same since its

upset victory over then-No. 13 Virginia
Tech, 21-16, on Sept. 11.
“We lost our last game so we got to
go in there and prepare to win,” Cuffee
said. “If it’s Virginia Tech, Delaware
or anybody.”
Towson has shown the ability to
score quickly and often as they led
No. 8 Massachusetts 14-7 early in last
Saturday’s game, but eventually lost
27-14. This attribute may greatly help
their chances for victory against the
Dukes.
JMU has shown the tendency to
fall behind as they have trailed early
in each of their last three games.
Against Va. Tech and Liberty, the
Dukes were the second team to score
but were able to come back and win.
But against Delaware, JMU held a
halftime lead of 10-7 before collapsing offensively in the second half and
giving up the lead.
The team did not score and recorded just three first downs in the second
half against the Blue Hens.
Penalties and mental mistakes also
strongly contributed to the Dukes’
loss. The team was flagged 10 times
for 81 penalty yards, which impeded
its progress offensively, particularly
late in the game.
The team ran just 21 offensive plays
in the second half, totaling just 60
yards of total offense.
On the season, the team has been
penalized a total of 33 times for 304
yards, whereas their opponents have
been called just 14 times for 133 yards.
Despite the struggling offense, the
Dukes are not heading into Saturday’s
game looking to score points, but rather,
they are simply preparing to win. Their
primary goal this week in practice was
to get better in all facets of the game.
“We just have to improve,”
Matthews said. “When we get
better at what we’re doing, the
scoreboard will take care of itself.”
Contact Thomas Estes at
estesto@dukes.jmu.edu.

CONFERENCE SEES SHAKE-UP IN THE POLLS
1. Delaware (5-0, 2-0)

in the CAA

With their star quarterback out with a concussion for most of
the game, the No. 2 Blue Hens still prevailed over JMU
with a 13-10 win, moving Delaware from No. 5 to No. 2.

2. Massachusetts (4-1, 2-0)
The No. 8 Minutemen beat Towson University on Saturday
27-14. Their No. 8 ranking stays the same, considering Towson
is ranked last in the conference.

3. Rhode Island (2-2, 1-0)
The Rams won in overtime against Brown University, 27-24.
Junior quarterback Steve Probst led the Rams with three
rushing touchdowns, including a 25-yard run in overtime
to seal the win.

4. William & Mary (4-1, 2-1)
The No. 4 Tribe took down No. 1 Villanova University on
Saturday by a score of 31-24. Junior running back Jonathan Grimes
had three touchdowns, tying a career-high. The Tribe comes to
Harrisonburg on Nov. 13. for JMU's last home game of the season.

5. Villanova (3-2, 1-1)
The 2009 FCS National Champions have had a surprising
start to their season, with two losses dropping them
from No. 1 to No. 6.

6. Maine (1-1, 2-3)
Following a 24-21 loss to William & Mary two weeks ago, Maine
responded with a 16-13 victory over New Hampshire last
Saturday. The Bears will face a test this week against Delaware.

7. James Madison (3-1, 0-1)
After suffering their first loss of the season, the Dukes fell
from No. 3 to No. 7. With the JMU offense struggling, the defense
will have to be ready to stop the young Tiger offense.

8. Richmond (2-2, 0-1)
No. 11Richmond hits the road for the first time in four weeks,
going to No. 22 New Hampshire on Saturday for the Spiders third
Top-25 showdown in the past four games. Last week, the Spiders
easily won over Coastal Carolina University, 41-19.

9. New Hampshire (2-3, 0-2)
JMU's Homecoming opponent, the New Hampshire University
Wildcats, fell in overtime to the Maine Black Bears, 16-13.

10. Towson (1-4, 0-2)

Despite their low ranking in the conference, the Tigers
feature two of the CAA's strongest running backs in John
Griffin and Jonathan Hernandez, who are helping the ground
attack average 212.8 yards per game.
graphic by nataliya ioffe / the breeze
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Sign a 2011-12 Lease Now
No Application Fee
Free Lunch at Jack Browns!

1 Bedroom Apartment
$470-$560
Water, Sewage, Trash
Included in Rent

breezejmu.org SPORTS
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WSZALEK | Looking for redemption
from page 11
Now that you’re in your final
year at JMU, what are your
plans for after college? Well, I’m

done with classes in December and
I have an internship in the spring,
so I’ll graduate in May. I don’t want
to do anything with finance really.
I’m looking into possibly going to
graduate school. After that, I’m
definitely thinking of becoming
an athletic director, something
that’s still in the sports field.
What would you say your
proudest moment in your five
years with JMU soccer has been?

It would definitely be our team going
to the Sweet Sixteen last year. The
NCAA tournament road was just
surreal, playing with my best friends

and going that far. When we were
flying out to Portland, all of us sat in
the middle of the plane, because we
had scheduled the flight just the day
before. So we were all as a team in
the middle seats and the whole plane
just hated us because we were so
loud and excited for the tournament.
That tournament ended with a
1-0 loss to UNC Wilmington in
the finals. How did you come
back from that loss? It was a tough

loss, especially since they scored on
a penalty kick. I knew I had this final
year coming up, and we haven’t won
a tournament yet, so I knew I couldn’t
dwell on it. I knew I had to come
back this year and try to redeem
myself. We play UNC Wilmington
this Sunday, so we’ll see if it will play
out as a chance for redemption.

After Sunday’s win against
George Mason, you are now
ranked second in JMU women’s
soccer history for the most
career shut outs with 20, behind
JMU ’05 alum Jessica Hussey’s
21. Can you see yourself
surpassing that number? I never

really thought about it honestly,
but it’s nice to see that my work
over time has paid off. I hope I can
beat it, because if so that means
we’re winning. That’s all that
really matters to me right now.

The JMU women’s soccer team
will travel to play Georgia State
this Friday, followed by a stop at
UNC Wilmington on Sunday.
CONTACT Shannon Kenny at
kennyse@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Dukes in the
spotlight
Katie Daorai

CAA Volleyball Rookie of the Week
 The freshman business major

helped lead the Dukes to two road
wins against CAA foes Hofstra
University and Northeastern
University by scores of 3-0 and
3-2, respectively.

 She played in all eight sets over

the two games and registered 16
digs, four assists and four aces.

 Daorai became the fourth

different JMU player to win
conference honors.

Teresa Rynier
CAA Women’s Soccer Player of the Week
 The senior interdisciplinary

liberal studies major scored the
game-winning goal and added an
assist in JMU’s 3-0 defeat over
conference and in-state rival
George Mason University on Oct.
3.

 Now has 80 career points as a

Duke, putting her in fifth place of
all-time.

 Holds the school record for

assists, with 46.

Alison Parris

CAA Runner of the Week
 On Oct. 1, the redshirt senior

communication studies major
finished third in the Gold race
at the Paul Short Run at Lehigh
University.

 Parris led the Dukes to a third

Follow us on Twitter @ breeze_sports
for live coverage of JMU vs. Towson.

place finish, behind winner
Georgetown University and
runner-up University of Virginia.

 This award is the second this

season for Parris. She earned her
first CAA weekly accolade of the
season on Sept. 14.
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Luxurious
Luxurious Pool
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Now
Now Leasing
Leasing for
for 2011-2012
2011-2012
Reserve
Reserve your
your spot
spot before
before its
its too
too late!
late!
Current Residents don’t
forget to renew your lease
before Nov. 9th, 2010!!

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

&

port main
ty’s Student Magazine

James Madison Universi

-24 hour Fitness Center
-24 hour Business Center
-Spacious Clubhouse with gaming tables
-Internet/Cable included in rent and
access in each bedroom
-Pet Friendly

&

port main
James Madison University’s Student Magazine

Fashion

Student Life

Apartment Living

Food

Travel

Entertainment
Careers

... and more!

Coming Nov. 1st:
Sign Up for 3
Issues, Save 15%!
Port & Main will be published three
times each year. You save 15%
when you advertise in all three.

Ad Prices Start at $150 and
INCLUDE FULL COLOR!
Reservation Deadline: October 8
Contact: Frank Batres at (540) 568-6127

A New Magazine
By JMU Students and
For Students

You now have more advertising options to reach
the 18,000+ students of James Madison University.
The Breeze had launched Port & Main magazine, a
full-color, glossy publication about all the things
students enjoy. The magazine will include stories
about JMU students, entertainment, dining, fashion,
health, careers and more.
This is your chance to reach thousands of students
with millions in spending power

Classifieds
LIVE IN A HOME - Two rooms to
rent; one at $125/week, the other at
$150/week with connecting bath.
Both in private community 12 miles
from campus. Kitchen privileges,
references needed, coeds only. Call
(917)-309-4059
VERY NICE HOUSE 2011-12
Elizabeth Street, great ﬂoor-plan,
6 bedrooms, two kitchens, 2 baths,
private yard, pets ok. (540) 8103632
289, 293 Campbell St. Available
June 1, 2011. 291 Campbell St.
avail. now. Call (540) 271-1952 or
438-8800.

MYERS PUMPKINS Rt 33 2 miles
east of
Harrisonburg. Follow the signs.
Pumpkins, Gourds, Straw, Indian
Corn, Honey and more. Pick Ur
Own or Pre-Picked
540-209-5221

BARTENDING $300/ POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
TRAINING AVAILABLE 1-800965-6520 EXT212
BABYSITTER Transport teenagers,
light housekeeping. (540) 810-3632

HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS
and trail riding. 30 min. from JMU.
$ 25/ hour 828-3223 or info@
elkrunstables.com to schedule.
FRESHMEN BRING YOUR CAR
Private parking lots CLOSE to JMU
FreshmenParking.com (540) 4664668

ADOPTION Warm, loving nurse
wishes to adopt a baby. I promise
a lifetime of love, happiness
and security. Contact Susanne
anytime@1-571-882-3533
www.
babyloveva.com
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COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring in this coupon and get $5.00 off your next oil change at you nearest participating Jiffy Lube.
Come in every 3,000 miles for a Jiffy Lbe Signature Service® Oil Change.
*This coupon is only redeemable at the Jiffy lube at 1870 East market St. Harrisonburg, VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
- No Appointment necessary.
- Free top off on your way home*
- National database keeps a
history of your Jiffy Lube services.

$34.99
- $5.00
$29.99 (with JAC card)
Not valid with other offers. Jiffy Lube Sinature Service®
are registered trademarks of Jiffy Lube International, Inc.
© 2004 All Rights reserved.

1870 East Market Street
across form Valley Mall

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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